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Capital 
A sset 
John Pickering 
"Ours was an advisory role, " sayf 
John Pickering of the alumni 'f say in the 
matter of what kind of ltbrary addition to 
make. "But the advice waf rather critical 
in the sense that the admmtwration of thr! 
school and the university were goinx to 
depend in large measure on alumni sup 
port." 
Pickering, age 65, headed the fund-
raising campaign which raised more than 
$13 million, $9.5 million of which went to 
the new Library. Pickering fpent his un 
dergraduate and law school years ot 
\fichigan, btl/inning in 1934, the year tht 
law quad was dedicated. Now he works tn 
Washington, D.C., with the /50-attorney 
firm of Wilmer, Cutler and Ptckertnf{. 
In town for lost weekend'f dedication. 
Pickering spoke with R G. \fanaf{mR 
Editor Jeff Blake about the fund-raifinR, 
m the process denying his u1e of a{{eged 
"strong-arm" campai~n tactics. 
Q: Who was on the alumm commit· 
tee? 
A: We had people from private prac-
tice, some retired, people who had 
government practice, people fro 
the West coast and from the East 
coast and in between. It was a wide 
and rather representative group of 
alumni that was supposed to reflect 
what alumni sentiment might be. 
Q : How much influence did the 
alumni actually have on the building 
decisions? 
A: We were consulted at every 
stage of the game, and we had some 
very frank discussions with the 
faculty. If our committee had said at 
any point, as we did on several oc· 
casions, that "This won't work," that 
probably would have changed 
things. 
We did not choose the architect, 
but we were very influential in the 
method by which the architect was 
chosen. We didn't want design com· 
petition. This was a big job, a pres-
tigious job, so leading architects 
were invited out to make presen-
tations. 
See Pickering, page 2 
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·viP's Grace Dedication 
by Jon Kurtzman 
The new library addition was for-
mally dedicated last Saturday at im· 
pressive ceremonies in Rackham 
Auditorium. The event attracted a 
large crowd of judicial and legal 
notables, faculty, and students. Judge 
Carl Mc(;()wan of the United States 
Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit 
delivered the dedication address, 
speaking on the topic of " Private 
Lawyers and Public Responsibilities. " 
Judge Mc(;()wan, in his address, used 
Justice Harlan Stone's speech at the 
1934 dedication of the Law Quadrangle 
as his foundation . In 1934, Justice Stone 
declaimed the lack of public influence 
then held by the private bar. Judge 
McGowan noted that Stone's wishes 
have largely become reality; the ABA 
is now a "useful and effective 
organization of greatly increased 
strength" and the bar pioneered sup-
port of neighborhood legal services and 
the Legal Corporation. He also men-
tioned recent efforts to stop Congress 
from limiting the jurisdiction of the 
federal courts and to reform the codes 
of ethics. 
Judge McGowan's key point was that 
the addition of a major building on a 
major law school's campus is an ap-
propriate time for reflection on the 
course of the law and legal study. He 
The Saint 
Endowed 
Theodore J . St. Antoine, University of 
Michigan law professor for 16 years and 
dean of the Law School from 1971 to 
1978, has been appointed to the James 
E. and Sarah A. Degan Professorship at 
the Law School. 
The appointment was approved by 
the U-M Regents at their Oct. 15-16 
meeting. The newly created professor-
ship is supported by an endowment 
created with a bequest by the late 
Sarah A. Degan, long-time resident of 
Detroit. Her husband was founder of 
the James E. Degan Company, a plumb-
ing firm in Detroit. 
In recommending St. Antoine to the 
endowed professorship, Dean Terrance 
Sandalow noted that "during the seven 
years St. Antoine served as dean, the 
Law School made important strides. 
Both its faculty and student body were 
significantly strengthened. 
"In addition, St. Antoine launched the 
first capital campaign in the School's 
history. One consequence of that cam-
paign is the magnificent addition to the 
Law Library. 
"St. Antoine is also one of the best 
known and most highly regarded of the 
nation's labor law scholars, " said San-
da low. " He is a frequent contributor to 
professional and scholarly periodicals, 
and the casebook that be co-authored 
("Labor Relations Law: Cases and 
See The Saint, page 3 
warned that lawyers, while they can be 
useful in every area of society, must be 
"broad gauge" rather than " narrow 
gauge" lawyers. By that he meant that 
a lawyer may be useful to society and to 
him or herself in any job or capacity 
only so long as that Lawyer keeps an 
open mind and is aware of the greater, 
needs of society. 
St. Antoine expressly thanked three 
faculty members for service above and 
beyond the call of duty: William Pierce, 
who developed a model for the law 
school's requirements for the addition, 
Beverley Pooley, who worked toward 
integration of the addition with the 
Quad, and Thomas Kauper , who helped 
find compromises that allowed the 
project to proceed smoothly to com-
pletion. 
John H. Pickering, the head fund· 
raiser for the library, called the library 
a "br idge into the 21st century" that 
will keep Michigan in the "first rank of 
See VIP's, page 2 
R<1 <'e<tar Photo by Paul Engmom 
Former Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart spoke at the dedication of the 
library addition on Saturday. For more photos see page 8. 
Senate Votes To Ban 
Smoking In Library 
by Cliff Douglas 
The Student Senate voted 6-1 last 
week to recommend that Library 
Director Beverley Pooley institute a 
wholesale ban on smoking in the new 
addition, with the proviso that smoking 
carrels be assigned in the Legal 
Research Building. 
Third-Year Representative Julie 
Hurwitz spoke for the majority when 
she complained, "I sat in a carrel that 
was just disgusting- there were 
cigarette burns in it already. ·• 
This week, after welcoming newly-
elected First-Year Representatives 
Rob Portman, Debbie Bloom, Steve 
Cassin and Robert Hedges to their first 
L.S.S.S. meeting, the Senate announced 
that: 
• At its Halloween party last Satur-
day the Social Committee raised 
$624 to be used for charitable pur-
poses ; 
• There are three openings on the 
Speakers Committee: and 
• Students should fill out the Curricu-
lum Committee questionnaire in 
front of Room 100 (which will help 
determine the future of the Law 
School's clinical program) 
Finally, President Doug EHmann an-
nounced the coming L.S.S.S. drive to 
sell National Law Journal subscr ip-
tions. Students wtll pay half-price, and 
the enate will recetve 25% of the total 
proceeds. 
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The Clinic Finds A New Home 
by Phyllis Denner 
Like Tevye and his · people of 
Anetevye, wandering from place to 
place in search of a home, the Michigan 
Clinical Law Program C MCLPl has. 
since 1969, wandered from Main Street 
to State Street to Huron Street to 
Kingsley. After its most recent exodus, 
the Clinic has fina lly found its home in 
the Law Quadrangle. Its offices, 
christened the " Inns of Court," are 
located in the East end of the Library 
Reading Room, once the sanctum of 
Librarv Services Director Beverley 
Pooley. 
MCLP, as a law office, is one of the 
largest firms in the county. It is a 
somewhat unconventional firm 
' however . It has only two partners: 
Professors Steve Pepe and Roy Daniel. 
Since graduating from law school, 
Steve and Roy collectively have nearly 
a quarter-century of legal experience 
between them . While one of them 
clerke<\ for a judge, the other actually 
was a judge. Nevertheless, these part-
ners don't get a percentage or a draw 
from the firm. The firm gives its ser-
vices away to its clients. 
The firm hires a great number of 
associates each term . It actively seeks 
out applicants with no experience in 
practicing law . These young recruits 
are not paid $2500 a month, nor are they 
given any hope of ever becoming a part-
ner. ln fact, after 15 weeks, when they 
are fina lly beginning to know 
something about the practice of law, 
they are all summarily fired for just 
that reason. The firm then recruits 
another green crop of associates. 
What does the firm do? How well does 
it work? MCLP selects cases with an 
eye to student learning. Unlike a 
regular law firm , where the associates 
merely write memos to make the part· 
ners look good, the Clinic selects cases 
which its associates can "first chair,'' 
with the partners playing the subor-
dinate and assisting role. 
The Clinic handles in excess of 200 
cases per year, including misdemeanor 
and juvenile court criminal matters. 
divorces, evictions, child abductions, 
civil commitments, contract and zoning 
problems . Students get simulated 
training in client interviewing 
discovery depostitions, trial advocacy 
and negotiations. But each semester 
the students learn the most and enjoy 
the most in their actual client represen-
tation. After 17 or 18 years of formal 
education preparing to undertake a 
professional career, it is nice to stop 
getting ready and start lawyering for 
actual clients. 
A black engineering senior with a job 
lined up for next year with a major cor-
poration found himself charged with 
two criminal matters-larceny and 
assault-arising from separate inci-
dents. Cindy Suarez and Todd Chambers 
got his case and prepared for a jury 
trial in the first case. The jury was out 
only a short time before returning with 
a "not guilty" finding . There are no 
more final or beautiful words to a 
defense attorney than these. Coming up 
again before the same judge two weeks 
later, Todd and Cindy convinced him to 
dismiss the remaining charges. Their 
client, a happy customer, still has an 
unblemished record as he starts his 
enl!i.neering career. 
Judge Elden then asked Steve Pepe if 
he and the dynamic duo would talk with 
a 76-year~ld woman who was facing 
Pickering, 
from page 1 
Q : Did the alumni ever wind up 
vetoing a faculty proposal? 
A: I don't think it ever came to that 
... but we certainly did help shape 
some of the decisions. Our support 
was crucia l. 
Q: Is it true that you received un-
derworld instructions on the use of 
strong-arm tactics? (Lost week's R.G. 
related stories about Pickering s relentless 
entreaties tO reluctant alumni.) 
A: No, and there were no "strong-
arm" tactics. I noticed in last week's 
Res Gestae a couple of things at-
tributed to me which I deny flatly 
and categorically. 
Q Summarily? 
A: Summarily also. Out of hand. 
Damned lies. 
Q : No, really. 
A: ... There are no strong-arm tac-
tic: that operate successfully in 
fund·f 'lising. I never suggested that 
anybod} c;hould give more than they 
DO YOU KNOW WHERE 
YOUR FRIENDS ARE? 
If it's between 11 :00 a.m. and 2:00a.m. they ' re probably at 
PIZZA BOB'S masticating the munchies away, ingesting epicu-
rean delights, imbibing impossibly delicious potables, submitting 
their taste buds to salacious assaults of indescribable ecstacy. 
Or, in other words, they probably slud on down to P.B.'s to 
wrap themselves a round one of the best tasti ng meals in A2. 
PIZZII 
BOB'S 
8 14 S. STATE ST. 
665-45 17 
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BOB'S 
UPTOWN 
8 10 S. STATE ST. 
665-4518 
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her first criminal charge-shoplifting. 
The dear woman had just gotten out of 
the hospital for heart problems. While 
she denied the allegations and had 
defenses based on her confusion at the 
time, she was so embarrassed and 
frightened that a trial would probably 
have killed her. Todd and Cindy 
arranged a deal whereby she could 
plead nolo contendere and serve a short 
probation period. On her small social 
security pension, the woman could af-
ford no fines or costs. They arranged 
for her to be sentenced immediately, 
since the trip and ordeal of dealing with 
the probation department would be too 
hard on her. The judge, in an un-
precedented move, appointed Todd and 
Cinay to act as her " probation of-
ficers ." The judge wanted them to help 
her get involved in some community 
activities and stop worrying about this 
charge. Before the semester is out, 
their client and probationee will have 
her record cleared so she can restore 
the pride she had mainta ined for all her 
life. 
Hopefully, he has also learned of 
had given. Though, as we needed the 
last few hundred-thousand dollars, 
we did send an appeal and we did 
send letters to some who had con-
tributed before, thanking them very 
much for their contribution and 
saying that we still weren't over, 
and that if they could see their way 
clear, by sending anything more, 
we'd be most grateful. No pressure 
or anything else. It was arranged 
that you could give or pledge over a 
five-year period. Some people 
respond readily, some don't. More 
than 2000 alumni contributed, and 
we're very proud of that. 
Q: How do you locate these people? 
A: The University has all this on 
computer. 
Q : Who contributed the most? 
A: The largest single gift was from 
the Kresge Foundation, which was 
$1.5 million. 
Q : Why wasn't the library given 
anybody's name? 
A: We never had what we call a 
"Naming Gift. " No one gave a single 
large enough gift. The largest alum-
ni gift was roughly Sl million. That 
was from Charles Souther- now 
dead. But that was not regarded as a 
naming gift. 
We would have had one, but the 
one big effort that was unsuccessful 
was an effort to get a large gift from 
J . Paul Getty. The Dean, Dean St. 
Antoine and President Fleming 
made two trips to England to confer 
with Mr. Getty, whose father bad 
been a graduate of the Michigan 
Law School. And if Mr. Getty had 
given what we hoped for, 
well, then, the Cook Quadrangle 
might have had the " Getty Ad· 
dition." But we got nothing from 
him . 
Q: What happened? 
A: He left his estate to the Getty 
Museum in Malibu . About $750 
million or so. 
Q : How do you appeal to alumni, to 
encourage donations? 
A: Well, some of us feel that a bit is 
owed back to the University. After 
all, everybody here gets a certain 
free ride, in an institution like this. 
You do not pay the full cost of your 
education. 
the risks he laces if he loses his tem per 
in the future . 
These are only a few of the cases the 
Clinic has handled ; they give a flavor of 
some of its work . Lawyers onl)"like to 
talk about their successes. 
Since 1973, evaluations of students 
taking the Clinic show that 93% wouJd 
recommend the clinic experience to 
other students without reservation . 
Another 6% would recommend it with 
some reservation, and less than I% < ~ 
2) l would not recommend it to others . 
Recent evaluations <1979- present> on 
how much students feel they learn in 
~he Clinic , show that 56% give it a 5 o r 
better on a 1 to 5 scale 02% gave it a 
score of higher than 5); 87% give it a 4 
or better . Overall evaluations by 
students were 45%- 5 or better on a 5-
point scale; and nearly 90% give the 
Clinic a 4 or better overall rating. With 
such good ratings for a firm that 
doesn't pay. the Clinic has now finally 
won its much-awaited place "inside ·· 
the law school 
Tit' outltQr tJ -4d"fltt~·UIIIH~ AJJIJIQfll for th~ 
Cluuco/1 a.., Protrarn 
Dedication, 
from page 1 
law schools ." He spoke of the 
remarkable achievement of convincing 
alumni to put " more money into a hole 
in the ground than the whole 
Quadrangle cost." 
The architect of the project, Gunnar 
Birkerts, addressed the challenge 
which the project posed by referring to 
an inscription in the law school which 
states that the law is not made up of 
logic, but of experience. Birkerts con-
sidered examples of underground 
structures-"catacombs, the Maginot 
Line, silos for missiles, basements'· 
- and recast the inscription to read 
"The law is not made up of experience. 
but of logic and imagination." Birkerts 
stated his belief that the new library 
and the old are " related and cross-
beneficial. " 
Dean Sandalow delivered the operung 
remarks and conducted the ceremony. 
The Dean 's remarks hit on many of the 
major points which later speakers 
covered. In particular, he reviewed the 
arduous process of initiating the library 
venture, raising money, and the dif-
ficulties in planning which the project 
faced. The Dean mentioned, with 
special pride, that the library addition. 
like every other building at the law 
school, was financed with private 
funds . In fact, the only construction in 
the Quad financed by public money is 
the top five floors of Legal Research. 
Following Dean Sandalow at the 
podium were Professor and former 
Dean St. Antoine; Chairman of the 
national committee which raised funds 
for the addition. John H. Pickering : the 
addition's architect, Gunnar Birkerts : 
Michigan Regent Robert E . Nederlan-
der; and University President Harold 
T. Shapiro. 
It was during Professor St. Antoine's 
tenure as Dean that the addition was 
proposed, initial plans were drawn, and 
capital began to be raised. Professor St. 
Antoine, rather than listing a lumni con-
tributors, described two "symbols" of 
alumni generosity, one an old alumnus 
at the end of his life and the other a 
classmate of the Professor's, to 
illustrate the wide spectrum of donors 
to the new library . 
. .. . . . . . . -4 .. . # ................ "' .......... •••••• • •• • • ••• 
Notices 
Notices Policy 
The Res Gestae welcomes notices con-
cerning Ill w school organizations and 
events. Notices must be typed . and 
must appear in that Wednesday's issue. 
They may be dr opped orr in the Drop 
Box next to the Senate office <opposite 
Room 218 Hutchins Hall) or at the R.G. 
orfice in Room 311 or the Legal Research 
uilding <orr the RPading Room). 
Na tional La wyers Guild Weekly 
Meeting, Tuesday, 12:30 pm, Room 116 
Legal Research. Everyone welcome! 
Br ing a lunch. 
)1otorcycle Club. Organizational 
Meeting for the U-M Law School Motor-
cycle Club, dedicated to Zen, the art of 
motorcycle maintenance, and the 
repeal of the helmet law. Dominick 's at 
4 pm, Friday, 6 November. 
The Equal J ustice Foundation will hold 
a meeting to discuss organization of a 
U-M chapter on Thursday, November 5 
at 12:30 in Hutchins Hall room 118. See 
article on this subject. 
Attention all s tudents! The Curriculum 
Committee memorandum and 
questionnaire is now available- on the 
tables in front of room 100 and at the en-
trance to the Reading Room. Please 
take a few minutes to read it and give 
us your thoughts ! 
The Public Interest Recrui tment Con-
ference which will be held at North-
. wester n Law School has been 
rescheduled from November 5, 6 and 7 
to November 12, 13 a nd 14. We will let 
students know when more details are 
available. 
13th National Conference on Wom en 
a nd the Law: The Constitutional 
Programming Sub-Committee will 
~eet on Thursday evenings at 7:00p.m. 
in the WLSA Office, Rm 110 LRB until 
Thanksgiving. It is not too late to get 
involved. 
All s tudents are welcome to 
come and listen to the Jessup In-
ternational Moot Court oral 
arguments, Wednesday, November 4, 
beginning at 7:30 p.m . Check the ILS 
bulletin board for the room. Partici-
pants should chP.ck the ILS board for 
PRECLASSIFICATION AND REGISTHATION CALENDAR 
FOR WINTER TERM 1982 
Upperclass Course Selection Panel 3:~0 p.m. 
Discussion CFaculty) November 4 Room 150 Hutchins 
Interviews for Seminars As Arranged with Faculty 
(May be required by some Faculty 
- check the Semina r Descriptions) 
Seminar and Clinic Sign-up DeadJine 3:00p.m. 
November 6 Room 300 Hutchins 
Preclassification and Registration 1:00 p.m . 
Materials with Final Course November 11 Room 300 Hutchins 
Schedule, Course Schedule, Course 
Descriptions, Results of Seminar 
and Clinic Sign-ups 
Graduate Students Meet with 
Faculty Advisors 
Preclassification Deadline 
Results of Preclassification 
Registration and Opportwuty for 
Students Who Have Been 
Removed from Oversubscribed 
Courses to Add Replacements 
As Arranged 
3:00p.m. 
November 20 Room 300 Hutchins 
9:00- 11 :30 a .m. and 
2:00- 4:00 p.m . 
December 7-9 Room 200 Hutchins 
Vahan's 
Clothing & Tailo ring 
for those who need to dress consl'rvatively, but don ' t wan t to 
sacrifice s tyle. Come to Va ha n 's, the ta ilor who g ive you the 
perfec l fi t. 
Alleratio ns fo r M en a nd Women 
Mo n.-Sat 
9:00 ( O 5:30 
Fri. 
9:00 to 8:30 
311 East liberty 
A nn Arbo r , Mic higan 48104 
P ho ne 662-7888 
specifi c times. This year's pr oblem 
concerns human rights. 
The Family Law P roject (formerly 
Feminis t Legal Services) is having 
Case Review on Monday, November 9 
at 5: 00 p.m. in Rm 212 Hutchins Hall. 
All volunteers s hould try to come, 
whether or not you have an open case. 
Be prepared to give a brief update on 
your cases. This is your cha nce to get a 
better overview, ask questions, make 
suggestions. 
The Taxation Section of the State Bar of 
Michigan has announced an essay con-
test open to all students. The paper may 
deal with any area of federal , state or 
municipal taxation. 
All entries must be previously un-
published and must be the work of an 
individual. The essay may not exceed 
10,000 words. 
Entries must be submitted by April 15, 
1982. The Taxation Section will award a 
first prize of Sl,OOO, a second prize of 
$500, and a third prize of $250. 
For further information, see Professor 
Alex Aleinikoff. 
Kappa Alpha Psi. Wade McCree, for-
mer Solicitor General of the United 
States, will be the guest of honor at a 
r eception sponsored by the Kappa 
Aloha Psi Fraternity Incorporated. Mr. 
McCree, also a Kappa , recently joined 
the faculty of the University of 
Michigan Law School. The reception 
will be held on Friday, November 6 at 
the Law Quadrangle of The University 
of Michigan from 4:()()-6:00 P .M. 
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The Saint, 
f rom page 1 
Materials"), now in its sixth edition 
has been widely adopted throughout.Lh~ 
United States. " 
Sandalow added that St. Antoine is 
one of the Law School's " most popular 
and effective teachers." 
A native of St. Albans, Vt. , St. Antoine 
received the A.B. degree, summa cum 
laude, from Fordham College in 1951 
and a J.D. degree "with distinction" 
from Michigan Law School in 1954. 
St. Antoine served as chairman of the 
Michigan Governor's Workmen's Com-
pensation Advisory Commission, and is 
a member of the Public Review Board 
of the United Automobile Workers. He 
served as a member of the Judicial 
Qualifications Committee of the 
Michigan State Bar, and is immediate 
past chairman of the Labor Relations 
Law Section of the Michigan State Bar 
and former secretary of the Labor 
Relations Section of the American Bar 
Association. 
He served as president of the Re-
source Center for Consumers of Legal 
Service and as chairman of the NLRB 
Chairman's Task Force on the National 
Labor Relations Board. 
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Shabby 
Treatment 
In the midst of the warm glow of self-
approbation that settled around the Law School 
during dedication ceremonies last week, Dean 
Sandalow sounded almost the only sour note 
when he reportedly lamented privately that the 
var ious events of last Friday and Saturday were 
not more widely attended by students. Perhaps 
those of us students who did attend at least some 
of those events can suggest a couple of ex-
planations.. · 
First, the weekend program was not very 
well publicized in advance. Other than a lead 
story in last week's Res Gestae, written on our 
own initiative, the only attempt the school made 
to publicize the program to students was through 
a series of poster-size announcements which ap-
peared-sparsely-around Hutchins Hall and the 
Library just a few days beforehand. Few 
professors even mentioned the ceremonies in 
class, much less encouraged students to attend. 
Those logistical failings, however, can perhaps 
be ascribed to mere oversight or bureaucratic 
ineptness. What is more disturbing-and more 
telling on the question of student attendance-is 
the way those students who did attend were 
treated. Only about 20 students were invited to 
the Friday night banquet in the Lawyer's 
Club-pretty thin representation, especially if 
student involvement in the ceremonies is sup-
posedly being encouraged. And those students 
who numbered among the chosen were treated 
like poor relations once inside the Lawyer's 
Club. 
Admittedly, the weekend's activities were not 
planned primarily for students. And perhaps it is 
unfai r to focus on the banquet, which was really 
designed to r eward the Committee of Visitors for 
their effor ts on behalf of the school and impress 
upon them once again wha t a fine and 
prestigious institution they are associated with. 
Still, we are the alumni of tomorrow. If not made 
to feel a par t of things now, what will our likely 
response be in a few years when, as well-heeled 
members of the bar, we are approached very 
d.eferentially to contribute to the next Law 
School building campaign? At least a few of us 
will probably consider our now respectful treat-
ment somewhat suspect. 
Dohrn Again 
Radical Law Does Exist 
To the Editor : 
Colleen Hanlon, in her 
"Dohrn is Torn" <Res Gestae 
October 21, 1981), makes me 
think that she has taken 
Dean Sandalow's orientation 
speech a bit too seriously. 
Comments like "Jerry 
Rubin's naked capitalism 
seems preferable. You are 
the oppressor or the op-
pressed" and "Radicalism is 
indirectly proportionate to 
participation in the American 
Lega l system" makes one 
come to believe that Colleen 
hasn't quite figured out what 
the sixties, radical law or the 
American Legal System is all 
about. 
We can forgive Colleen and 
those who feel the same since 
that view has been kindled 
from the day we all arrived at 
UM Law. From the seed plant-
ed by Dean Sandalow grows 
this narrow view: "fed by" 
The course listing of Tax , 
Securities, Enterprise Organi-
zation, Bankruptcy and the 
like ; reinforced through the 
high salary "dating" game 
they call interviewing and the 
lavish summer jobs at which 
the student learns to be a cog 
in the corporate wheel, de-
nouncing radicalism and, no 
doubt, liberalism, while sip-
ping Chateaux Who Knows 
What at the Wall Street Club. 
It's easy to then find the 
naked capitalism of Jerry 
Rubin <Wall Street's new 
mascot> the model for all of 
law. Much more so than the 
thoughtful and honest view 
Dohrn offers Dohrn is torn, 
and she is torn, like many of 
us, about how we can make 
this country work for 
everyone. Maybe Colleen 
realizes that she, like so many 
others, has never considered 
the public interest field, 
radical law or social change 
through law. Rather, they 
have been enticed by the cor-
porate machinery that works 
so well at this Law School and 
turned their backs on the 
possibility of social change 
without a moment's thought. 
Dohrn's questions are a threat 
to them. 
Maybe I'm being too hard on 
Colleen. If radical law 
means that one is committed to 
a violent overthrow of the 
American Political system, 
then she is correct. It cannot, 
obviously, exist within the 
American Legal System. But 
to view it so narrowly seems 
unwarranted. If, on the other 
hand, belief in radical law is a 
recognition that there are a 
great many problems with 
this country, ones that need 
radical remedies through law 
to correct, then Colleen is 
wrong. 
Possibly Colleen's view is a 
product of a steady diet of 
corporate courses at UM Law. 
One gets a glimpse of the 
potential for radical law in 
Civil Rights Litigation, Con-
stitutional Law a nd the like . 
It 's not much, but it 's there. 
Brown was revolutionary and 
ha~ transformed this society, 
albeit slowly and not fully, into 
a more equitable one. 
Maybe Colleen is misguided 
because all she has looked at 
in the placement office are the 
corporate resumes, interview 
lists and salary schedules. If 
you look hard enough, you'll 
find the Harvard Public In· 
terest Survey and several 
notebooks describing the 
radical lawyers Colleen says 
are a mere contradiction in 
terms. They don't interview at 
UM and most UM students 
don't know or care that they 
exist. Yet, they do, and to dem• 
it or to mock them is to sub-
scribe to the same arrogance 
that the general public at-
tributes to the legal 
profession. To ignore radical 
law and see the choice as 
being the oppressor on Wall 
Street or the oppresseC: is to be 
blinded by the fat paychecks 
and lavish lifestyles. 
But, maybe the cause of 
Colleen's di-staste for the 
radical lawyer and his/her 
frustration comes from 
Colleen's own feelings of puz-
zlement. Dohrn is concerned 
because she may feel a 
traitor, joining a profession 
that has traditionally been the 
enemy of just those social 
causes she once defended with 
violence and open hate. Her 
dilemma is this ... can the Jaw 
work for social change? 
Why is Colleen so sure it 
cannot? . 
If I'm being too hard on 
Colleen, I'm probably not 
being hard enough on the Law 
School. It is deplorable that a 
great many <if not the vast 
majority l of law students pass 
through the sch:x>l without 
ever considering or being 
aware of the possibilities for 
work in the reform area. Some 
are aware. Yet Colleen and 
others do not know about them 
because they are out dom~ 
something. Some are active in 
F.L.O.C. and other labor 
causes: others spend their 
summers not on Wall Street, 
but in the prisons of Alabama; 
or the factories of the south 
bringing discrimination suits. 
I am only glad that the Law 
School has not been able to 
stamp out zeal and drive out 
those who travel this route. I 
regret that Colleen, and law 
students in general, do not 
consider this path. The Law 
School fails to adequately 
present this part of the legal 
system. 
I'm not advocating that 
everyone become a radical 
lawyer, or that corporate law 
is worthless and unrespec-
table: rather. I am reacting to 
Colleen and others who have 
viewed radical law as a game 
in which one vents "white 
middle class anger." It is an 
important part of American 
Law, one that creeps into our 
curriculum as it changes such 
fields as constitutional and 
labor Jaw. It is one that trans-
forms this society, ever so 
slowly. 
1 have worked in the prisons 
and factory towns of the deep 
south, have toed the line at 
legal aid and clerked in the 
high rises of Wall Street. They 
are all parts of the American 
Legal system. I share the 
frustration that Dohrn ex-
presses. I, too, am not sure 
how one can use the law to 
help the socially, politically 
and economically disadvan-
taged. How many of the Wall 
Streeters who deny that there 
can be radical law have 
worked in the radical law 
field? The view, I assure you, 
is not as pretty, nor as neat as 
it is in the Wall Street club. 
Once you experience the 
frustrations and obstacles of 
radical law. you understand 
what Dohrn is talking about. 
Andrew Rossner 
Swanny Song 
To the Editor: 
For the past two falls we 
have read with increasing 
·dismay unsigned articles in 
your paper disparaging the in-
telligence and athletic 
abilities [sic] of Tim " Head-
case" Swanson. While STUDS 
members certainly enjoy 
reading about the exploits of 
the Law Dogs football team, 
we are disturbed that your 
reporters continue to criticize 
Swanson's athletic talent, if 
any. 
We suspect that the rest of 
the Law Dogs are merely 
jealous of Swanson, who is 
flying all over the country, to 
the·chagrin of Nancy Krieger 
as well as the other Law Dogs, 
who have nothing better to do 
than to sit in Ann Arbor and 
play football. To be sure, Tim 
is not as talented as the other 
Law Dogs, but the point is that 
Tim had very little talent to 
start with, but has accom-
plished a great deal by trying 
very hard. Any fool can follow 
a receiver as he runs a pass 
pattern; it takes real talent for 
one man to cover all the zones 
that contain no recejvers, as 
Tim does, and intimidate the 
opposing quarterback into 
throwing elsewhere. 
Why are your articles pan-
ning Swanson always un· 
signed? We don't know who 
writes those articles, but we 
have some good ideas. We at 
STUDS suggest that the 
authors' time would be better 
spent < 1 l memorizing the 
lyrics to Elvis Presley's songs 
and (2) working crossword 
puzzles in class. If you want to 
take potshots at Germans a nd 
upset the Kamisar family, 
that 's OK, but please lea ve 
Tim alone. 
Signed, 
Society for Termination 
of the Unfair Defamation 
of Swanson (STUDS) 
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Working Towards Equal Justice 
by Dean Tousley 
Judge McG1>wan, in his remarks at 
the library dedication on Saturday, 
spoke of the transcendent public 
responsibilities of the private bar, and 
detailed some of the efforts to address 
them in recent years. While the bar has 
improved its performance in meeting 
these responsibilities, the allocation of 
the abundant legal resources in this 
country is still far from satisfactory. 
Public interest law is currently suf-
fering from the neglect or hostility of 
the courts, the political branches of 
government, and its erstwhile funding 
sources. 
The Equal Justice Foundation (EJF> 
is a national organization of lawyers 
and law students which exists to protect 
and enhance citizen access to the legal 
system. At the national level, EJF 
works on issues like preserving the 
Legal Services Corporation, the Voting 
Rights Act, and the Freedom of Infor-
mation Act, and establishmg attorneys' 
fee legislation, intervenor funding, 
broadened standing to sue, and other 
access-to-justice issues which form the 
procedural foundation for public in-
terest law. At the local level, EJF funds 
public interest legal jobs through its 
new Bradwell Fellowship Program. 
The need for such a scheme at this 
time is compelling. Some of the most 
important gains in access to the legal 
and political systems for the under-
represented have either been curtailed 
by recent court decisions or are under 
serious political siege. The Burger 
Court has curtailed citizen access to 
justice by making class action suits 
very difficult and costly to prosecute, 
and by sharply limiting standing to sue. 
At the same time, the political branches 
are threatening to take away or cripple 
legal services for the poor, the Voting 
Rights Act, the Freedom of Information 
Act, and the jurisdiction of federal 
courts to hear certain controversial 
constitutional cases. 
Concurrently, as assaults on access 
escalate, sources of funding for public 
interest law activity are dramatically 
diminishing. The two primary sources 
during the past decade~ourt-awarded 
attorneys' fees and foundation grants 
- have been substantially cut by the 
Alyesko case and the Ford Foundation, 
respectively. 
While in Washington for an extern-
ship last winter, I got involved in 
EJF's co~tribution to the effort to save 
the Legal Services Corporation. I was 
very impressed with the EJF staff's 
professionalism and ability to marshall 
their limited resources effectively. 
They mobilized dozens of Washington-
area lawyers and law students who 
canvassed the entire membership of 
the House of Representatives and lob-
bied key members in coordination with 
other organizations concerning LSC 
funding. EJF can properly take partial 
Mr. Meechigan: The 
Spirit of Saturdays 
by Ross Crown 
It is a cold Saturdav afternoon in late 
November 1969. A ti-year-<~ld boy lies 
on his bed, Lossing a football up at the 
ceiling so that it barely touches and 
leaves a little mark. He is trying to 
think how he can wnte his English 
paper entitled "The Uses of Symbolism 
in Broadway Joe- the Joe Namath 
Story " Reaching up to turn on his 
radio, a voice suddenly shoots into the 
room. It's late in the second half and a 
rag-tag, twice-defeated Michigan team 
is methodically blowing out the Ohio 
State Buckeyes-merely the defending 
national champions. possessors of the 
country's longest winning streak and 
" The Greatest Team in the 100-Year 
History of Man's Inhumamty to Man." 
The awesomeness of the event JS pel-
feclly captured by the near-religious 
fervor of the voice. Emotion pouring 
out of the small speaker galvanizes the 
listener. A Holy Crusade is being 
brought to fruition-the Grail is recov-
ered, Patton is storming across the 
Rhine, Gilligan gets off the island. 
Righteousness prevails against over-
whelming odds. 
From the first time I heard a Bob 
Ufer broadcast, his voice and style 
became synonymous with Michigan 
foot ball. Bob Ufer embodied the very 
spirit that separates Michigan football 
from man's more mundane pursuits. 
Ufer wasn't just an announcer-
he was a crazed partisan, an authentic 
screwball. But he had talent, and an 
ability to carry his audience along on 
a flight of Maize and Blue hyperbole. A 
tailback named Gordon Bell became 
the "whirling dervish from Troy, Ohio 
he can run twenty minutes in a phone 
booth and not touch any side." 
Michigan Stadium was no ordinary 
structure but "the hole that Yost dug, 
Crisler paid for, Canham carpeted and 
Schembechler fills every cotton-picking 
Maize and Blue Saturday afternoon." 
Only the words don't sound like they are 
written. They came exploding out in 
waves of hysteria. The aural impact is 
something akin to the Spike Jones Or-
chestra playing the 1812 Overture at 78 
RPMs 
Describing Bob Ufer is a long way 
from explaining him or the sense of loss 
that pervades this campus in the wake 
of his death. In a world composed of 
various shades of gray, Ufer was an ab-
solute. In spite of his zaniness, his gift 
was an ability to reach down into our 
collective gut and extract emotions we 
rarely feel , unashamed loyalty and a 
simple desire for our side to win. For a 
few hours on autumn Saturdays, 
Michigan fans indulged in the luxury of 
moral certainty. While we will miss 
him we are comforted in the fact that he 
now sits next to Fielding Yost in foot-
ball 's Valhalla. G1>~~B~Iu~e:.:..! _ ___ _ 
The author gives inspiring pep talks to- his 
IM football team. 
credit for the wide vote margin in favor 
of continued LSC funding in the House. 
Besides direct lobbying, EJF organized 
petitions, letter-writing campaigns , 
and grassroots lobbying at several law 
schools, including Michigan. This is 
just one example of the good work EJF 
does. 
EJF is financed not only by foun-
dation grants, but by a mechanism 
which enables us to meet part of our 
obligation to serve the under-represen-
ted public: namely, law students pledge 
one percent of their employment ear-
nings from their first year in practice. 
Half the money so raised goes to the 
EJF national office to promote the kind 
of access-to-justice issues discussed 
above. The other half goes to the local 
chapter for a Bradwell Fellowship, 
which will fund part or all of the cost of 
a local public interest legaJ job for one 
of us. The fellowship is named for law 
reform attorney Myra Colby Bradwell, 
who fought for twenty-<~ne years for the 
right of women to practice law in 
Illinois, finally succeeding in 1890. 
Most of us will generally not end up 
practicing public interest law. The 
market will not support as many of us 
as would like to enter public interest 
practice, and many of us have other 
professional goals. 
On the other hand, I am convinced 
that most students at this law school 
acknowledge the validity and impor-
tance of meeting such needs for legal 
services. We could fully fund a full-time 
public interest job for one of us here in 
Michigan if about one-third of this 
year's graduating class were to pledge 
to EJF. With less participation, we 
could partially fund such a job. Either 
way, we would contribute to the impor-
tant access-to-justice work of EJF in 
Washington. If you agree with the 
obligation to support public interest Jaw 
no matter what kind of law we practice 
ourselves, then I commend the EJF one 
percent solution to you as one effective 
and relatively painless way of fulfillinll 
some of that responsibility. Such a 
campaign here at U-M would com-
plement our existing Student Funded 
Fellowship program, which subsidizes 
public interest summer jobs for stu-
dents through one-time contributions 
by students. 
There will be a meeting Thursday af-
ternoon (Nov. 5) at which EJF and the 
Bradwell FeiJowship Program will be 
detailed. Also, the possibility of under-
taking a Bradwell Fellowship cam-
paign here at U-M will be discussed All 
students, especially second and third 
vear students, interested in supporting 
public interest law are urged to attend 
Watch for posters announcing time and 
place. 
The author is o thtrd-yeor student who 
.,.'Orked for the Equal Justice Foundotton lost 
wmter. 
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Bob Ufer 
1921-1981 
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Why Some 60's Rockers Last 
by J on Kurtzman 
The Rolling Stones are touring 
America. Their lates t album is at the 
top of the charts. But think for a 
moment- bass player Bill Wyman is 
almost my mother's age ! Watching the 
videotapes of the group playing ''Start 
Me Up,·· their latest single, I marvelled 
at how good they looked unt il the 
camera moved in close and I wondered 
where they bought their hair dye and 
their wrinkle cover-up. 
The Rolling Stones, The Who, and The 
Kinks are playing again, touring the 
towns, and capturing audiences. Why? 
What makes these groups special? 
What allows, perhaps compels them to 
continue making music? What do they 
represent to the fans who respond to 
them and love them? 
The Rolling Stones 
Much has been written and said about 
the rebellious nature of the Stones. 
While rebelJion is a part of their image 
and attitude, especially in the older 
songs "Sympathy for the Devil " and 
"Sleet-Fighting Man," the real bedrock 
of their appeal is sex. Raw a nd 
sometimes dirty sex. 
It 's always fun to compare the 
Beatles ' songs with Stones' songs. 
Beatie songs are about love, about 
making a mistake and losing a girl, 
about happiness or beauty, and about 
vulnerability. Stones songs are not only 
about violence, they are about the evil 
life, about cocaine eyes a nd speed jive, 
about the last mistake the girl will 
make before you leave her, about 
stealing another man's woman, and 
about some girl (every girl) and what 
she ·wants or does. 
The Moral Major ity aside, there is a 
lot of appeal in sex when it is imaginary 
and it stands in for the real thing. The 
Stones, music performs a function in 
satisfying our urges, but it also makes 
it more difficult to look beyond those 
urges to the reaJ thing. The Stones are a 
high-powered.. fantasy , a self-
stimulation. It can be dangerous ; self-
stimulation can be more explosively 
gripping than reality, so that reality 
becomes something which cannot be 
dealt with fully. 
The Who 
While most kids were listening to the 
Beatles and the Stones, a substantial 
minority was tuning in The Who. The 
Who represent a more intellectual ap-
proach to music and life. Pete Town-
shend, the mind behind the group, is of-
ten consumed with self-doubt, a nd 
deals in his songs with problems that 
poets confront- mortality, constant 
change, fa ilure of love and self. 
The Who could not have made 
it so big or lasted this long if they 
were totally a n intellectual group. Fans 
a re adamant that The 'Nho gives the 
best performance, the best show of any 
rock group ever. On one hand, then. The 
Who reaches out to the shy person, the 
person who wants to feel smarter and 
who feels something inside. On the 
other hand, the group takes these shy 
kids- the stuttering kids of " My 
Generation"-and makes them power-
fu l. The Who takes conflict and puts it 
center stage. 
The Who is fa mous for its inter nal 
dissension; singer Roger Daltry and 
Pete Townshend often refuse to speak 
with each other. Townshend, as the 
gr oup's major writer, has been forced 
to deal with the usurpation of his 
position as number one in the limelight. 
SCHOOL OF LAW 
UNIVERSITY OF SANTA CLARA 
SUMMER LAW STUDY ABROAD 
1982 
• TOKYO, JAPAN 
Emphasis on U.S.-Japanese Trade. 
Courses in Japanese Legal System, 
Economic Entry to Japan, Regula-
tion of U.S.-Japanese Trade. Intern-
ships available with Japanese Law 
Firms and Corporate Law Depart-
ments. 
• OXFORD, ENGLAND 
Students live in 15th Century 
Oxford College and are taught by 
Oxford Professors in Oxford Tutorial 
Method. Course offerin~ include 
J uri-;prudence, EEC Law, Legal 
History, Computers and the Law and 
variow Comparative Courses. 
For further information, write: 
Director, Summer Overseas Programs 
School of Law 
University of Santa Clara 
Santa Clara, CA 95053 
• STRASBOURC, FRANCE 
Emphasis on International Human 
Rights. Public International Law 
taught by recognized experts from 
around the world. Affiliated with 
International Institute of Human 
Rights. Courses in Law of Treaties, 
National and International Control 
of Multi-national Corporations. 
Internship possibilities following 
cla.sswork. 
* HONG KONG 
Emphasis on Hona Kona as the com-
mercial focus for U.S. trade with Chi-
na anq Southeast Asia. Subject areas 
include fmancing and taxation of in-
ternational tr~nsactions through Hong 
Kona, commercial arrangements in 
Southeast Asia, and the emerging 
commercial structure of the Peoples 
Republic of China. Internship 
possibilities. 
To reserve your place, please include $50.00 deposit for Strasbourg, Tokyo 
and Hong Kong; $100.00 for Oxford. 
Daltry, who is the epitome of the pranc-
ing, bravado star, has to sing Town-
shend 's songs and deal with Town-
shend's reactions to the group's con-
flict. If The Who didn't have dissension, 
it could never have been The Who. The 
play of the personalities feeds the spirit 
that keeps them vital. 
The Kinks 
A surprisingly little-known long-term 
survivor of the rock era is The Kinks. 
As you may be able to guess, it is the 
group's lack of total commercial suc-
cess which has kept it around. Ray 
Davies and his brother. Dave, a re the 
soul of the Kinks. Ray is one of rock 
music's most gifted lyricists and that 
is the source of the group's a ppeal. 
Ray Davies is a sati r ist. Unlike many 
satirist$ who find success and lose the 
bitter edge which made them good. 
Davies is also a self-satirist. His most 
recent effort, for example, takes parts 
of the group's first major hit , " You 
Really Got Me," and reworks the lyrics 
to reflect the changes that the group 
has gone through and its often self-
destructive tendencies. 
Fans of the Kinks tend to be fanatics . 
Ray Davies represents, for many of 
them, a guru, much l!S Pete Townshend 
is a Who fan' s guru. Davies doesn' t 
write about internal conflict in the ab-
stract way in which Townshend writes 
about it. Instead, he writes about the 
world around him ; he takes a character 
and makes things happen to him to 
illustrate, like a morality play, what 
could happen to you. 
The Kinks have survived because 
their story is the story of Ray Davies 
and his fight against himself. When he 
lost it for a period, the music stopped. 
Now, it has started again because he 
has star ted again. The Kinks ' fiir. 
lations with success- we all remember 
" Lola"-have enabled Davies to keep 
his edge ; success attracts him like 
a moth, then turns him away to write 
again. 
gold bond 
~ ·~T )J; :d\ J ~ 'I' )1 ~~\ 
. down garments · luther cleani nt~ · 
. waterl)foof tng · free m tnor r epairs· 
332 mayna rd 
at the-tower plaza 668- 633S 
The Law School Student Senate 
will be selling subscription~ ·to the 
arional Law Journal. a weekly 
publication. At least 25o/o of the pro-
ceeds will be retu rned to the Senate 
and will be used to improve student 
services . Stop by the Senate Office to 
review some sample issues. and fill 
out a subscription form. The forms 
will be distributed this week. 
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High Scoring Natty 
Dread in ~A 'Playoff 
r Sports Poll 
Now that the World Series has concluded, we can announce the winners o~ 
the baseball polls. Ron Mock won the baseball poll of April 15 by picking the 
Dodgers to go all the way. Steven Poling bounced back from poor showings in 
the football poll to take the September 30 baseball poll ; he had to go to a 
tiebr eaker to beat Mark Tanoury and George Schisler. Mark Demorest was 
loser of the week in that poll. 
Natty Dread captured a bid to the 
Graduate football A playoff bracket by 
posting their second consecutive vic-
tory last Monday night. The Dread 
defense has been the moving force this 
season. 
Beginning the season short Brad 
Steenland and defensive captain Rick 
Meller due to injuries, the Dread held 
off their first opponent and came away 
with a 2-0 win. The defensive backfield 
of Strehlow, Lieberman and Ludwig 
permitted the lineba ckers Tate and 
Plotkin to blitz and tea m with the line of 
Randall, Potter and Boyle to sack the 
opposing QB in his own end zone. Two 
points was not a secure margin as a 
desperation pass which barely slipped 
out of an opposin~ receiver 's hands at 
the buzzer made Na tty the Grateful 
Dead. 
In the second game against a talented 
Penal Action team , the Dread eked out 
a o-o win on first downs. The Dread of-
fense showed signs of life, nearly 
freeing Tate and Wilder near the end 
zone a few times. Meller and Richard-
son pass blocked effectively but the Ac-
tion rushed with everything they could 
find and stymied Dread drives 
repeatedly by reaching Ludwig. 
Plotkin led the day playing both tight 
end and linebacker, coming up with a 
key interception in the second half. 
Meller returned to give the defense the 
confidence it needed and it played up to 
its potential again, permitting only 
short pass completions in a penalty-
ridden game. The Dread will be almost 
at full strength in its final regular 
season game when Potter returns after 
a broR'en hand suffered in the firs t 
Dread contest knocked him out of ac-
tion. 
The football poll of October 14 was won by Marc Rockower with a 16- 4 
record. Joe Mancari lost the tiebreaker to edge Steven Poling for Loser of the 
Week honors; both had 9-11 records. Ron, Steven and Marc all won coupons for 
a pitcher of free beer at RICK'S AMERICAN CAFE on Church Street, and you 
can win by circling the teams you think will beat the point spread and dropping 
your entry in the Sports Poll box on the table outside Room 100 by noon Satur -
day, November7. 
Clemson at Carolina (71k) Ga. Tech (18th) at Notre Dame 
Miami ( 1 ~> at Florida State Georgia at Florida < lOlr.! > 
fllinois (4th) at Michigan Kentucky (llk) at Vanderbilt 
Purdue (6 th) at Iowa Miami <0.) <P ro!) at Central Mich. 
Wisconsin at Indiana (81,'2 ) Baylor (2~ > at Arkansas 
Ohio State at Minnesota (7h) Texas at Houston (3th) 
Mich . St. at Northwestern (191k) Nebraska at Okla. State <81k > 
Yale at Cornell ( 11 1.2 > Southern Cal at California <2Ji z) 
N.C. State (91r.!) at Penn State Washington (71'2) at UCLA 
Duke at Wake Forest ( 9 1~) 011-i!) at Washington St. 
Tiebreaker : How many yards will illinois pick up passing this Saturday 
against Michigan? ___ _ 
Heels-Tigers Clash Name ________ _______ _ ________ Phone ________ _ ' ~ 
by Phil Dutt State. Saturday Miami takes on Florida 
State for bragging rights in the Sun-
shine State. 
As the college football season begins 
to wind down, the best two games this 
Saturday a re set to be played in 
Tallahassee, Fla. and in Chapel Hill, 
N.C. Dick Crum 's crippled Carolina 
Tarheels entertain the powerful Clem-
son Tigers, who scored 82 points on 
hapless Wake Forest last Saturday. 
Carolina feasted on terrapin soup last 
Saturday in Maryland to remain un-
defeated in ACC play, but it is unlikely 
that the Heels will be a ble to hold off the 
healthy Tigers. 
Pitt hardly looked like a national 
champion Saturday a s they barely beat 
Boston College, a team that North 
Carolina and Penn Stale had 
demolished earlier in the season. But 
the Panthers should be able to avoid the 
number one jinx at least until the Penn 
State game. 
KISS OFF 
INFlATION GET 1 0~ off copying 
In the other big game, the Miami 
Hurricanes will have to guard against a 
letdown after the big upset of Penn 
WOLVERINE DEN 
.PIZZERIA 
120 1 S. University and Church 
Ann Arbor 
In Big Ten action , Michigan enter-
tains the Fighting Illini. Illinois has 
been a giant killer for the past two 
weeks, polishing off Wisconsin and 
Iowa. Let 's hope Bo doesn't feel too 
grateful to his visitors. 
I 
PICK UP YOUR .fEf..E. OISCO lli\lT 
CARD AT 
Copyq_uick 
1217 SOUTH UNIVERSITY 
769{)560 
CON VENIENTly l OCA TEO A CROSS FROM THE CAMI'US THEAIER 
* notes 
* briefs 
* resumes 
* reports 
* anythi nq 
5P.L~!9.:-:1: Pu!!'1t f 
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Dedication 
Law.in the Raw 
Bumper Crop 
1980 appears to have been another year for law 
grads, with a total of nearly 36,000 J.D. degrees 
awarded. About 11,000, or 30% were awarded to 
women, and about 23,000, or 62% , were granted at 
private institutions. In contrast, only about 15,000 
M.D. degrees were awarded last year, and of those 
only about 23% were to women, a nd the 
majority- about 60%-were granted at public 
institutions. 
-Chronicle of Higher Education, October 198f 
Ounce of Prevention 
The Detroit City Council recently passed an or-
<tinance banning, among other things, fishing in the 
Dodge-Fountain (located at the foot of Woodward 
Avenue in downtown Detroit), even though there 
are no fish in the fountain, as far as anyone knows. 
In explaining the move, city official John Conway 
remarked; "You know how lawyers are. They were 
just trying to account for everything that could 
possibly happen ." 
-Detroit Free P ress, Oc10ber 8, 1981 
Blind Justice 
Former Supreme Court Justice Potter Stewart 
has volunteered to record legal texts for blind law 
students. The students request tapes on specific 
texts, which are then recorded and distributed 
free of charge by Recordings for the Blind, Inc., a 
non-profit organization. Stewart's first project will 
be a 225-page book on the rights of aliens re-
quested by a second-year student at Antioch Col-
lege of Law in Washington, D.C. 
- National Law J ournal. October 26, 1981 
Arrest Me, You Fool! 
A Colorado man who got in a serious auto accident 
while admittedly driving under the influence has 
sued the City of Aspen for mental anguish and 
bodily injury. The man claims that a police officer 
who had stopped him just ten minutes before the ac-
cident had a duty to arrest him, since he was ob-
viously intoxicated. 
-San Francisco Sunday Examiner & Chronicle, 
October 25, 1981 
photos by 
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and Kim Hill 
Clockwise from upper left: Ar-
chitect Gunnar Birlcerts dis-
cusses the library's design 
Saturday at the dedication cer-
emony in Rac~ham 
Auditor i u m ; La w Li b r a_r y 
Director Beverley P ooley 
exudes enthusiasm at the re-
ception in the lobby of the new 
addition; the umbilical cord 
joins Gothic with Modern ; in-
side the new addition. 
Compiled by Matthew Kiefer 
Bench Fever 
Mefl1bers of the bench, worried about the gradual 
erosion of judicial immunity, are reportedly begin-
ning to buy malpractice insurance. Although many 
judges and court administrators condemn the prac-
tice as inviting lawsuits by disappointed litigants. at 
least one insurance executive has termed the trend 
" the hottest thing for judges in the 1980's." 
- ABA J_ournal. October 1981 
Quoteojthe Week 
" ... The purpose of [the) article [was) to provide 
information to help law students make some of the 
difficult career choices which they face. To the ex-
tent that your author manipulated the information 
he received, he only defeated that purpose."-Har-
vard 3L Gregory Kiernan, a Summer Associate at 
Cravath, Swaine, and Moore last summer who was 
quoted in the American Lawyer's October article on 
summer programs, in a letter to American Lawyer 
Editor Steven Brill on alleged "gross" distortions of 
his statements to one of the paper's reporters . 
